Monday

**MA01: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
Anxieties of Globalization

Integration, Globalization And Autarchy: The Crises Of Liberal Democracies In Compared Perspective
Carlos Frederico Pereira da Silva Gama  (Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane (Morocco) / Universidade Federal do Tocantins (Brazil))
Lothar Mathews Fernandes Guedes  (Federal University of Tocantins (UFT))
Vitória Libni Macêdo Costa  (Federal University of Tocantins (UFT))

To Reform Or To Dismantle: Uncertain Future Of The WTO In The Age Of Trump
Aleksandar Milosevic  (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Ognjen Dragicevic  (Faculty of Political Science)

Decomposition of Global Trade System: Role of Discriminatory Trade Liberalization
Anna Wrobel  (University of Warsaw)

Neoliberal Maximum State: Reflections from India
A.K. Ramakrishnan  (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

**MA02: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
Legitimacy, Authority, and Order in an Age of Anxiety

Chair  Hoda Mahmoudi (University of Maryland, Bahá’í Chair for World Peace)
Disc.  Kate M. R. Seaman (University of Maryland, Bahá’í Chair for World Peace)
Author  Frank Furedi (Emeritus Professor of Sociology, School of Social Policy, Sociology and Social Research, University of Kent )
Author  Michael H. Allen (Bryn Mawr College)

Realigning Modes of Production, Society and Governance
Michael H. Allen (Bryn Mawr College)

Legitimacy in Decline: Representation, Inequality and Challenging Authority in the International Order
Kate M. R. Seaman (University of Maryland, Bahá’í Chair for World Peace)
Hoda Mahmoudi (University of Maryland, Bahá’í Chair for World Peace)

Identity Crisis and the Problem of Authority
Frank Furedi (Emeritus Professor of Sociology, School of Social Policy, Sociology and Social Research, University of Kent )
Responsibility In The Age Of Anxiety: The “New” German Foreign Policy And Its Responsibility Discourse
Jana Urbanovska (Masaryk University)

**MA03: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
Turkey’s Foreign Policy in An Age of Regional Turmoil

Chair  Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)
Part.  Mustafa Aydin (Kadir Has University)
Part.  Balkan Devlen (University of Copenhagen)
Part.  Sevket Ovali (Dokuz Eylul University)
Part.  Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)

**MA04: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
Crisis and Change in Post-Cold War Global Politics: Ukraine in a Comparative Perspective

Chair  Dovile Budryte (Georgia Gwinnett College)
Part.  Erica Simone Almeida Resende (Brazilian War College, Brazil)
Part.  Didem Buhari Gulmez (Izmir Katip Celebi University)
Part.  Susanne Szkola (Brussels School of International Studies, University of Kent)
Part.  Viacheslav Morozov (University of Tartu)

**MA05: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
The Ritual Performance of World Politics

Chair  Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen)
Part.  Jorg Kustermans (University of Antwerp)
Part.  Ted Svensson (Lund University)
Part.  Stefano Guzzini (Danish Institute for International Studies & Uppsala University & PUC-Rio de Janeiro)
Part.  Anna Leander (Graduate Institute Geneva)

**MA06: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
Anxiety of Energy Insecurity

Chair  Dragan Simic (University of Belgrade)
Disc.  Kevin M. Delesus (Johnson and Wales University)

Energy Security In An Age Of Anxiety
Maria Julia Trombetta (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)

Guns and Oil: International Order After Empire
Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)

The Nascent U.S. Energy Diplomacy: Evidence From the Baltics to the Balkans
Gorana Grgic (University of Sydney)

Energy Dependence and Interstate Relations: An Empirical Investigation of the Global Energy Interdependence Dataset
Osman Zeki Gökçe (Istanbul Medipol University)

**MA07: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
The Great Powers and the Post-Yugoslav Sphere

Chair  Jasmin Hasic (Sarajevo School for Science and Technology)
Disc.  Kurt Bassuener (University of St. Andrews)

Comprehending A Great Power Revival In The Post-Yugoslav Sphere - An English School Approach
Bernhard Stahl (University of Passau)

Great Powers In Post-Yugoslav States: The Case Of China
Zlatko Šabić (University of Ljubljana)
Nina Pejić (University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences)
Saša Istenič Kotar (University of Ljubljana, Taiwan Study Center)

Southeast Europe Welcomes China: The Analysis of Chinese Presence in the SEE Region
Senada Selo Sabic (Institute for International Relations)

**MA08: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM**
Refugee Crisis and the International Order

Chair  Pinar Sayan (Stockholm University)
Disc.  Christopher Jackson (Georgia State University)

Post-Yugoslav States And Great Powers: The Case Of Serbia
Mladen Mladenov (University of Passau/Ministry of Defence, Bulgaria)

Southeast Europe Welcomes China: The Analysis of Chinese Presence in the SEE Region
Senada Selo Sabic (Institute for International Relations)
Syrian Student Refugees in Mexico: Cultural Integration Opportunities and Challenges
Sonja C. Wolf (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE))
Responding to Refugees and Migrants in Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH) and Uganda
Mary Kate Schneider (Loyola University Maryland)
Fostering Political Tolerance in Times of Crisis: Attitudes toward Syrian Refugees in Turkey
Burcu Pinar Alakoc (Webster University)
Gulay Ugur Goksel (Istanbul Bilgi University)
Exploring Determinants of Arab Commitments to the Contemporary Refugee Governance in the Middle East
Hirotaka Fujibayashi (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

“Migration Crisis” and the Far Right Networks in Europe: A Case Study of Serbia
Marina Lazetic (/)

Chinese Foreign Policy and the Changing International Order
MA11: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Chair Zhimin Lin (Valparaiso University)
Disc. Vladimir Ajzenhamer (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Security Studies)
International Institutions in Times of Geopolitical Change
Alice D. Ba (University of Delaware)
China’s Grand Strategy
Jean Kachiga (State University of New York at Brockport)
The Belt and Road Initiative: A View from Cambodia
Christopher Primiano (KIMEP University, Kazakhstan)
Tug O’war: Vietnam’s Strategy For Survival Between Great Powers
Barbara Kratiuk (University of Warsaw)

Peacekeeping, Peacebuilding and Hybrid Wars
MA12: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Chair Lee Daly (Coventry University)
Disc. Marco Bocchese (Northwestern University & University of Illinois at Chicago)
Hybrid Warfare: Evolving US and European Perspectives
Patrick Jerome Cullen (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))
Protection Of Civilians In The Context Of Internal Conflicts: The Case Of South Sudan
Daniela Nascimento (University of Coimbra, CES/FEUC)
Hybrid War: The Russian Approach In The Bulgarian Circumstances
Boyaz Hadzhev (University of National and World Economy)
Dynamic Insurgency: Does Target Audience Conflict Proximity Affect A Transnational Insurgent Group’s Collective Action Frame?
Charles Davidson (George Mason University)
The Sustainability Of Destruction In The Palestinian Case – How The Oslo Accords Reframed The Administration Of Violence
Arturo Hartmann (Programa San Tiago Dantas)

Pitfalls of Paternalism: Participation, Inclusion and Diversity in the Age of Anxieties
MA13: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Chair Nemanja Dzuverovic (University of Belgrade)
Part. Arwa Awan (Department of Political Science, University of Chicago)
Part. Jelena Vicentij (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Part. Faith Mkwesha (Abo Akademi University)
Part. Tarang Mahajan (Centre for Women’s Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
Part. Danilo Babic (Faculty of Political Science, University of Belgrade)

Methodology and Sociology of Comparative International Research
MA14: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Chair Dzeneta Karabegovic (University of Salzburg)
Disc. Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)
The End of Yugoslav IR and its Aftermath
Filip Ejduš (University of Belgrade)
Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
The Interviewer and the Interviewee: The Ethics of a Research Relationship in Political Science
Denisa Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Eleanor Knoł  (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))
Participant Observation And Ethnographic Fieldwork As Instruments For International Relations Research
Samantha Ruppel (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Trust and Distrust - Lessons-learned from Studying Trust-Building between Armed Forces
Benjamin Schaller (UIT The Arctic University of Norway)
Preferencess for Common Defense in Europe since the End of the Cold War – A Quantitative Text Analysis of Strategy Papers
Konstantin Gavras (University of Mannheim)

PR China in Global Governance - Supporting or Challenging Existing Global Order
MA15: Monday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Chair Dragana Mitrovic (Faculty of Political Sciences)
Part. Dragan Trajlović (Institute for Political Studies)
Part. Slobodan Popovic (University of Belgrade, Faculty of Political Sciences)
Part. Ljiljana Stevic (Faculty of Political Science Belgrade)

On the East/West Slope: Peripheral Anxieties and Foreign Policy Trajectories in Europe
MB01: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
Chair Vendulka Kubalkova (University of Miami)
Disc. Erica Simone Almeida Resende (Brazilian War College, Brazil)
Disc. Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)
Hegemony, Scale and Combined Development: Structural Hierarchies and Peripheral Anxieties in Europe
Viatcheslav Morozov (University of Tartu)
Central Europe Thirty Years After. A Return to the Margin?
Aliaksei Kazharski (Charles University in Prague)
The East in the West: South Caucasus Between Russia and the European Union  
Shota Kakabadze (University of Tartu)

The Anxieties of Trickstery: On Managing Stigma through Trolling in Russia’s Foreign Policy  
Anatoly Reshetnikov (Central European University)

Limited at Best? China in Russian Identity Discourses before 2014  
Radityo Dharmaputra (University of Tartu)

Roundtable  
MB02: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Thirty Years Since 1989: Europe Still Divided?

Part. Milada Vachudova (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Part. Denisa Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Nebojsa Vladasavljevic (University of Belgrade)
Part. Mitchell A. Orenstein (University of Pennsylvania)

Roundtable  
MB03: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Conceptualizing the ‘International’

Chair Janis Grzybowski (Catholic University of Lille)
Part. Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)
Part. Benjamin Herborth (University of Groningen)
Part. Karen Smith (University of Leiden)
Part. Janis Grzybowski (Catholic University of Lille)

Roundtable  
MB04: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
New Approaches to the Study of China-CEE Relations

Chair Dragana Mitrovic (Faculty of Political Sciences)
Chair Dragan Pavičević (X’ian Jiaotong - Liverpool University)
Chair Anastas Vangeli (Polish Academy of Sciences)
Part. Jeremy Garlick (University of Economics Prague)
Part. weiqing song (university of macau)
Part. Emilian Kavalski (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)
Part. Dragan Pavičević (X’ian Jiaotong - Liverpool University)
Part. Anastas Vangeli (Polish Academy of Sciences)

Panel  
MB05: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Explaining Complexity and Narrowing of Regional Conflicts

Chair Hillel Frisch (Bar-Ilan University)
Disc. Dahlia Scheindlin (Tel Aviv University)

Panel  
MB06: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
International Security In The Age Of Anxiety: New Developments And Issues

Chair Houman A. Sadri (Information and Policy Analysis Center (IPAC))
Disc. Martin Chovančík (Masaryk university)
Disc. Houman A. Sadri (Information and Policy Analysis Center (IPAC))

Panel  
MB07: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Examining NATO’s Shift from Collective Security to Humanitarian Intervention: Missions in the Balkans

Chair Gabriela Cortes (Loyola University Maryland)

Panel  
MB08: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
After Europe? Practices Of Contestation And Socialization In The Field Of European Foreign And Security Policy

Chair Niklas Bremberg (Stockholm University & Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Disc. Filip Ejdu (University of Belgrade)

Panel  
MB09: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Explaining the Expansion and Narrowing of Regional Conflicts: The Case of the Middle East

Hillel Frisch (Bar-Ilan University)

Panel  
MB10: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Status Anxiety in International Relations

Chair Alan Weston Cfruny (Hamilton College)
Disc. Andrej Krickovic (National Research University Higher School of Economics)

An Equal Partnership of Unequals: China and Russia’s New Status Relationship
Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)

Status Inconsistency versus Status Anxiety: Some Conceptual and Empirical Issues
Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)

India’s Quest for Global Status: Opportunities and Constraints
T. V. Paul (McGill University)

Fears of Falling Short vs. Anxieties of Decline: China and Russia’s Divergent Approaches to Status Seeking
Andrej Krickovic (National Research University Higher School of Economics)
Panel 2

Research Agendas In IR In Post-Yugoslav Space: Emerging Scholars’ Panel_2

Chair: Jasmin Hasic (Sarajevo School for Science and Technology)
Disc. Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

Constructing the Western Balkans: A Study of Foreign Policy in the Perspective of Political Ideologies
Srdan Orlandic (University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences)

Understanding The Influence Of National Identity In Turkish Foreign Policy Agenda In Bosnia And Herzegovina
Faris Kočan (University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences)

Ethnicity and Nationalism

MB11: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Panel

Chair: Eleanor Knott (London School of Economics and Political Science [LSE])
Disc. Agnes Katalin Koos (Feather River College)

Self-Perpetuating Nationalism: A Case of New Japanese Conservatives
Shunj Fueki (Soka University of America)
Tetsushi Ogata (Soka University of America)

Top-down or Bottom-up? A Comparative Analysis of Ethnic Parties, Movements and Voting in Latin America
Manuel Vogt (University College London)

The Politics of Groupness and Belonging: Constructing Russian-Speaking Minorities in Estonia and Latvia
Piret Ehin (University of Tartu)

MB12: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Panel

Chair: Isabelle Lemay (McGill University)
Disc. Jeniffer McCoy (Georgia State University)

Propaganda In The Coverage Of Armed Conflicts: The Role Of Rumour In Spanish Media During The Bombing Of Yugoslavia
Laura Pérez Rastrilla (Universidad Europea de Madrid)

Western Hegemony, Statebuilding and Pro-European Discourses in Romanian Protests
Henry P. Rammelt (National University of Political Studies and Public Administration)

MB14: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Panel

Chair: Philippe Perchoc (European Parliament)
Disc. Tatiana Coutto (University of Warwick, UK)

Discourse, Practice And The Politics Of Governance Of Migration In The EU: Implications For EU’s Identity And Normative Power
Muge Kinacioglu (Hacettepe University)

The Matériel Turn: The Peculiar Nature Of Armaments As Communicative Instruments
Loren Persi Vicent (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Nemanja Dzuverovic (University of Belgrade)

Political Geography Of State-Building: US Geopolitical Assumptions Of Yugoslavia And The Post-Yugoslav Space
Carlos González Villa (Nebrija University)

Propaganda In The Coverage Of Armed Conflicts: The Role Of Rumour In Spanish Media During The Bombing Of Yugoslavia
Laura Pérez Rastrilla (Universidad Europea de Madrid)

Western Hegemony, Statebuilding and Pro-European Discourses in Romanian Protests
Henry P. Rammelt (National University of Political Studies and Public Administration)

MB15: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Panel

Theorizing Military Strategy

Chair: Jonathan Askonas (The Catholic University of America)
Disc. Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

Military Expenditure and Size as a Function of Border Threat and Historical Experience
Matthew Millard (University of California, San Diego)

Deconstructing R2P Motives of the UK and Turkey in Yemen, Syria and Myanmar
Fulya Ereker (Altınbaş University)
Tuba Turan (Altınbas University)

MB16: Monday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Panel

The Promise Of Old And New IR Theory

Chair: Izabela Stefija (Tulane University)
Disc. Matias E. Margulis (University of Edinburgh)

System Of External Relations Of The European Union In Light Of The Theory Of International Regimes - Possibilities, Limits And Prospects For The Scientific Analysis
Joanna Starzyk-Sulejewska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

Non-Alignment In Increasingly Competitive Regional Settings: Lessons From Titoism
Nicholas Ross Smith (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)

Entropy and Empire
Salvatore Babones (University of Sydney)
John H.S. Åberg (Malmö University)

MC01: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM Roundtable

Theme Roundtable: International Relations in the Age of Anxiety

Chair: Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
Part. Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
Part. Ett Solingen (University of California Irvine)
Part. Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)

MC02: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM Panel

Should We Think Of Democracies Differently?

Chair: Mitchell A. Orenstein (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Kristian Steiner (Malmö University, Sweden)

Authoritarianism’s Third Wave
Devrim Sahin (Eastern Mediterranean University)
Ahmet Sozen (Eastern Mediterranean University)

Toward a Theory of Pernicious Polarization and How It Harms Democracies: Comparative Evidence and Possible Remedies
Jennifer McCoy (Georgia State University)

Democratic Dysfunctions within Minority Representation
Péter Kállai (ELTE, Faculty of Social Sciences)
What Can Selectorate Theory Tell Us About Far-Right Success?
Public Goods and Far-Right Support
Meredith Winn (University of North Texas)

MC03: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Bosnia and Herzegovina’s Foreign Policy since Independence
Chair Jasmin Hasic (Sarajevo School for Science and Technology)
Chair Dzeneta Karabegovic (University of Salzburg)
Disc. Kurt Bassuener (University of St. Andrews)
Part. Caterina Bonora (Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences)
Part. Nedzma Dzananovic (University of Sarajevo)

MC04: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Military, Civil-Military Relations, and Strategy
Chair Egle Murauskaite (U.S. National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism (START), University of Maryland)
Disc. Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Protecting the Ice: Military Activity in the Arctic
Carolyn C. James (Pepperdine University)
The Declining Role Of Civilian Control Of Military Affairs
Ronald S. Mangum (American Military University/Illia State University)
David Darchiashvili (Illia State University)
The Structural Sources of Military Optimism
Benjamin Denison (Dartmouth College)
Jonathan Askonas (The Catholic University of America)
The Tyranny of Distance: Assessing and Explaining the Decline in U.S. Military Performance
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)
Patrick Hulme (UCSD)

MC05: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Knowledge Claims in Transitional Justice Research: New Data and Methods
Chair Denisa Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Disc. Neven Andjelic (Regent’s University London)
Online Memory Activism and Commemoration: ‘Hashtag Memory Activism’ as a Mnemonic Practice
Orli Fridman (Faculty of Media and Communications (FMK) and School for International Training (SIT))
The Art of Reconciliation
Rachel Kerr (King’s College London)
Henry Redwood (King’s College, London)
Public Interactions and War Time Rape: Mechanisms of Silencing the Victims of Sexual Violence
Venera Cocaj (European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science)

Does the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia Change Its Defendants? A Text Analysis Approach to Remorse, Guilt, and Reconciliation
Sarah Jewett (Department of Government, London School of Economics and Political Science)
Denisa Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Tom Pashkalis (London School of Economics and Political Science)

MC06: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Post-Fascism In Europe? Expressions Of Decreasing Space For Democracy
Chair Carlos González Villa (Nebrija University)
Disc. Francisco Veiga Rodríguez (Autonomous University of Barcelona)
Far-Right Tendencies In Liberal Democracy? Critical Issues In The Definition Of Illiberal Trends In Europe During The Post-Cold War
Francisco Veiga Rodríguez (Autonomous University of Barcelona)
Carlos González Villa (Nebrija University)
Italy As A Springboard For Populism
Steven Forti (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
Alfredo Sasso (Autonomous University of Barcelona)
Far-Right National-Populism Arrives In Spain: The Case Of Vox Party And Its Influence In Spanish Foreign Policy
Manuel Iglesias-Cavicchioli (University Loyola Andalucía)
From Fascism To The Mainstream: The Evolution Of Extreme Right-Wing Party And Its Influence In The Political Debate In Turkey
Imanol Ortega (Nebrija University)
EU Solidarity Under Attack? The Case Of Hungary
Veronika Czina (Eötvös Loránd University)

MC07: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The New Geopolitics Of The Eastern Mediterranean: Networks Of Cooperation And Points Of Tension
Chair Harry Tzimitras (Peace Research Institute Oslo, PRIO Cyprus Centre)
Disc. Charalambos Tsardanidis (University of the Aegean, Institute of International Economic Relations)
Disc. Zenon Tziaras (PRIO Cyprus Centre)
Uneasy Relations In The Eastern Mediterranean: Greece – Turkey – USA And Russia
P.D. Kefala (University of the Negev)
Institutionalizing the Regional Cooperation in the East Mediterranean: The Israeli Approach
Gabriel Haritos (Ben-Gurion Research Institute, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)
Turkish Foreign Policy in a Changing Eastern Mediterranean: Trying to Fit in or Own the Game?
Zenon Tziaras (PRIO Cyprus Centre)
The Reorientation of National Security Strategies in the Complex Eastern Mediterranean sub-Regional Security Complex
Constantinos Adamides (University of Nicosia)
Eastern Mediterranean Oil & Gas Findings: A Peace Enabler or a Conflict Perpetuator?
Harry Tzimitras (Peace Research Institute Oslo, PRIO Cyprus Centre)

MC09: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Aesthetic, Popular Culture and Foreign Policy
Chair Daniel J. Levine (University of Alabama)
Disc. Jessica Auchter (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)
A Hebrew ‘Machiavellian Moment?’ – Fear, Rhetoric, and Aesthetic Self-Fashioning in Jewish Palestine
Daniel J. Levine (University of Alabama)
“With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility”: Negotiating the ‘War on Terror’ on The Silver Screen
Julian Schmid (University of Warwick)
Sensus Communis, Foreign Policy and the Aesthetic Regime of IR
Umut Yukaruc  (Nevsehir Haci Bektas Veli University)
Ali Fuat Birol  (Nevşehir Hacı Bektaş Veli University)

Online Platforms And The European Union: How To Tackle Information Overload, ‘Fake News’ And Online Manipulative Techniques To Preserve Democratic Principles In The Digital Age
Jana Stehlíková  (University of Economics, Prague)

Ideology, Alliances, and Balance of Power

MC10: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Ideology, Alliances, and Balance of Power
Chair  Lauren Muscoût  (The Ohio State University)
Disc.  Patrick James  (University of Southern California)

Igor Istomin  (MGIMO University)
From Normative Threats To Political Commitments: The Case For Ideology In Alliance-Building
Matthew Millard  (University of California, San Diego)
Regional Powers In Turbulent International System: The Case Of Turkey
Serkan Cinal  (Florida International University)

MC11: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable: Anxiety on the “Shores” of the International Relations Discipline
Chair  Vendulka Kubalkova  (University of Miami)
Disc.  Radka Druľáková  (University of Economics, Prague, Faculty of International Relations)
Part.  Pinar Bilgin  (Bilkent University)
Part.  Viatcheslav Morozov  (University of Tartu)
Part.  Stepanka Zemanova  (University of Economics, Prague)

MC12: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Securitizing Practices of Counterterrorism
Chair  Sophie Rosenberg  (University of Cambridge)
Disc.  Jelena Vicentić  (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

Framing Kashmir and Kosovo
Karthika Sasikumar  (San Jose State University)
Criminalization of Foreign Fighters – Anxious and Futile Response to an Enduring Phenomenon
Luka Glusac  (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Zelena Transverzala: A Post-Structuralist Narrative Analysis of Contemporary Usage in the Domestic Balkan Political Sphere
Laura Welty  (University of Sydney)
Joakim Brattvoll  (PhD Researcher, European University Institute)

MC13: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
The Local And The International
Chair  Łukasz Łękowski (Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin, Poland)
Disc.  Elena B. Stavrevska  (University of Notre Dame)

Peacebuilding Paradigms: A Critical Appraisal
Henry (Chip) Carey  (Georgia State University)
Controlling the City: How Ethnic Enclave Politics is Local
Sherrill Stroschein  (University College London)
A Tale Of Three Countries: The Localized Politics Of Education In Bosnia-Herzegovina
Mary Kate Schneider  (Loyola University Maryland)
The World at the Door: Problematizing the Local/International Dichotomy
Eleanor Knox  (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))
Audrey Alejandro  (London School of Economics)
Cleo O'Brien-Udry  (Yale University)

MC14: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Contemporary Security Challenges In A Changing World
Chair  Giedrius Česnakas  (The General Jonas Žemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania, Department of Political Science)
Disc.  Daniela Lai  (London South Bank University)

Critical Analysis of the Current Security Discourse and Practice in the Czech Republic
Jan M. Rolenc  (University of Economics, Prague)
Ukraine Towards Russia: The Policy Of Independence
Andrzej Szeptycki  (Faculty of Political Science and International Studies, University of Warsaw)
Nils T. Andresen  (Independent)
Canada and Mexico, between the US and China Economic Nationalism
Mathieu Ares  (Université de Sherbrooke)
Standing Alone In The Fortress Of Multilateralism: Japan’s Defense Of The Global Liberal Order In The Asian Global South
Eric Boulanger  (University du Quebec, Montreal)

MC15: Monday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
The Role Of Leaders In The Age Of Permanent Crisis
Chair  Elin Hellquist  (Stockholm University)
Disc.  Anna Wrobel  (University of Warsaw)

Political Leadership In Times Of Crisis And Anxiety
Laura Tedesco  (SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY )
The Party Politics Of EU’s Relations With Russia And The US: Evidence From The European Parliament
Wolfgang Wagner  (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
The Need And Comfort Of Imagining States As Strategic Actors – Lessons From A Re-Evaluation Of 1970s Ping-Pong Diplomacy Between The US And China
Tamas Peragovics  (Central European University)
Akos Kopper  (Elte University, Institute of Politics and International Relations)
Home and Belonging in International Relations

MD01: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair: Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)
Disc. Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
Homeland or Homspace: Westphalian Territoriality and Beyond
Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)
Populism and White Nationalism in an Age of Ontological Insecurity
Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)
Populist Discourses Of Protection: Ontological Security, Gender And Borderwork
Christine Agius (Swinburne University)

MD02: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair: G. Doug Davis (Troy University)
Disc. Mitchell A. Orenstein (University of Pennsylvania)
Between the Television and the Fridge: Sociotropic Concerns of the Russians and Support for the Military Action Abroad
Maria Snegovaya (Columbia University)
Is The R2P Hypocritical? Russia’s Intervention In Ukraine Vs Nato’s Intervention In Kosovo
Valentina Bonello (The University of Texas at Austin, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs)
Challenging The West By (Ab) Using The Vacuum: The Case Of Republic Of Macedonia
Julija Brsakoska Bazerkoska (Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje)
Aleksandar Spasov (University "Ss. Cyril and Methodius", Faculty of Law "Jostinianus Prims" in Skopje)

MD03: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Role Playing and Simulation
Chair: Mark A. Boyer (University of Connecticut)
Chair: Zlatko Šabič (University of Ljubljana)

MD04: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Agency and Ethics Under Conditions of International Anxiety
Chair: Benjamin Herborn (University of Groningen)
Disc. Jorg Kustermans (University of Antwerp)
Radical and Republican Fear: Notes toward a Typological Distinction
Daniel J. Levine (University of Alabama)
Humanism and Posthumanism in IR Theory: Steering Betwixt Extremes Through Philosophical Anthropology
Georgios N. Chagias (University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece)

The New Role Of China In The International System

MD05: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair: Nikola Mirilovic (University of Central Florida)
Disc. Tomasz Pugacewicz (Jagiellonian University)
The New Development Bank (NDB): Symptoms of a Declining US Hegemony
Praveen K. Chaudhry (FIT/State University of New York)
Confucian Communists: The Global Cultural Challenge of Xi Jinping Thought
Chandler R. Rosenberger (Brandeis University)
Is the International System Durkheimian Abnormal Society Form?
Chinese IR Scholars Struggle for Acceptance in the IRT Hierarchy
Nilgün Eliküçük Yıldırım (Atılım University)
China’s Maritime Strategies: A Comparative Analysis of Greece and Pakistan
Jing Vivian Zhan (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Competition And Conflict Between Germany, The U.S. And China: The Role Of Guiding Visions In The International Sustainable Energy Transition
Sonja Thielges (Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies)
Rainer Quitzow (Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies)

Regional Sanctions and the Struggle for Democracy

MD06: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair: Mathieu Ares (Université de Sherbrooke)
Disc. Eric Boulanger (University du Quebec, Montreal)
(Un)Democratic Change in Turkey. When Does “Council of Europe Monitoring” Backfire?
Digdem Soyaltın-Colella (Alıntıbas University)
Regional Perceptions of African Union Sanctions against Members - Principled Authority and Practical Appropriateness
Elin Hellquist (Stockholm University)
Punishing Incumbents? Gradual Change In The Democracy-Protection Regime In The Americas
Stefano Palestini (Catholic University of Chile)

The Troubled Pasts Of European Countries And The Impact On Their Internal (Dis)Integration

MD08: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair: Kenneth Andresen (University of Agder)
Disc. Tomasz Rawski (Fundacja Widok & University of Warsaw)
Disc. Anna Jagiello-Szostak (University of Wroclaw)
Faking Unity, Preserving Divisions: How The International Community (Not) Dealt With The Troubled Past In Bosnia And Herzegovina
Tomasz Rawski (Fundacja Widok & University of Warsaw)
Tensions

Venezuelan Crisis And Its Responses: Human Security Amid Rising Tensions
Panel MD09: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Sidney Guerra (Law School - Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (FND/UFRJ); Grande Rio University (UNIGRANRIO))
Disc. Tatiana Cardoso Squeff (Federal University of Uberlândia (UFU))
New Approaches to Migratory Flows: Problem or Solution?
Caio Grande Guerra (Federal University Fluminense (UFF))
Sidney Guerra (Law School - Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (FND/UFRJ); Grande Rio University (UNIGRANRIO))
Venezuela X Brazil: Closing The Borders As A Way To Mitigate The Problem?
Tatiana Cardoso Squeff (Federal University of Uberlândia (UFU))
Analysis Of Public Policies For Migrants In Brazil: Do They Exist?
Carolina Soares Hissa (Escola Superior Associada de Goiânia (ESUP/FGV))

Rethinking Regional Orders: Hierarchies And Heterarchies
Panel MD10: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Ruth Hanau Santini (Università Orientale)
Disc. Niklas Bremberg (Stockholm University & Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Between Global And Regional: Rethinking Hierarchies And Regional Orders
Ruth Hanau Santini (Università Orientale)
Japan And South Korea In The Process Of Order Transition In East Asia
Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
The Re-Making Of Violence And Statehood: Theoretical Elements And Evidence From The Libyan Case
Federica Bicchi (London School of Economics)
A New Regional Order In The Making In The Middle East After 2011?
Philippe Droz-Vincent (Sciences-Po Grenoble (France))
Order Re-Definition In The Name Of Security: The Case Of The Sahel
Edoardo Baldrar (University of Naples "L'Orientale")

The Role Of Regional Powers in the International System
Panel MD11: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)
Disc. Benjamin Denison (Dartmouth College)
Analyzing Nordic Defence Cooperation: Forces Of Push, Pull And Resistance
Karsten Friis (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))

Intervention and Regional Power Role: The Turkish Case over Syria
Aysegul Sever (Marmara University; Visiting Professor at LSE Ideas)
ASEAN Security Community: Integration And Enmeshment As Elements Of Non-Traditional Security
Barbara Kratiuk (University of Warsaw)
Post-Impeachment Brazil: What About Regional Security?
Heloise Vieira (University of Coimbra - Faculty of Economics (funded by Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia))
Regional Organizations, Norm Generation and the Emergence of Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems
Austin Wyatt (Australian Catholic University)

Legal, Moral, and Political Challenges to Contemporary Human Security
Panel MD12: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Lembe Tiky (University of Connecticut)
Disc. Nicholas Ross Smith (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)
The Crisis of International Institutions and the Fractures within EU: Challenging Cooperation in the Mediterranean Migration
Rosa M. C. Rossi (Catania University)
Who Owns the Power? Germany's Quest of Leadership among the Member States of the European Union
Milena Romano (University of Bath)
The Left Behind: Emigration, Political Brain Drain, and Support for Radical-Right Parties in Europe
Filip Savatic (Georgetown University)
Legal Developments In The EU As A Response To Migration And Refugee Crisis: A Look From The Court Of Justice Of The European Union
Janja Simentic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

Overlapping Foreign Policy Strategies
Panel MD13: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Mariya Byvakina (Kobe University)
Disc. Mariya Byvakina (Kobe University)
The Decline Of Russia’s Influence In The Post-Soviet Region And The Reasons Behind It
Oleg Petrovich-Belkin (RUDN University)
Arkady Eremin (Peoples' Friendship University of Russia (RUDN))
Dominating With Aid: Aid And Foreign Policy In The Post War Balkans And Post-Soviet Transitions (1990-2015)
Igor Pellicciari (MGIMO University)
Public Diplomacy: People’s Role in Foreign Affairs
Carolina Paula de Souza (National War College)
Samira Scoton (National War College)

The Transnational Politics of the City
Panel MD14: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Kristian Steiner (Malmö University, Sweden)
Disc. Sherrill Stroschein (University College London)
Militarisation Of Favelas: Historical Sensibility And Counter-Perceptions
Matt Davies (Newcastle University)
Skopje 2014: Nation-Branding and Local Governance in an Age of Neoliberalism
Stephen Deets (Babson College)
The Conquest Of The Other In A New World: Alterity And Territory
Dispute In Rio De Janeiro’s Favela Communities
Erica Simone Almeida Resende (Brazilian War College, Brazil)
New Belgrade And The Internationalist Powers Of Urban Space
Vladimir Kulic (Iowa State University)

Understanding Russian Foreign Policy

MD15: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Filipe dos Reis (University of Erfurt)
Disc. David Cadier (Sciences Po)
The Russian Discourse On The UN In The Age Of Uncertainty
Alexander Sergunin (St. Petersburg State University)
Using Social Media To Understand Russian Foreign Policy Goals
Kyle Urquijo (Florida International University)
Russia-Peru: A Sustainable Strategic Partnership?
Sebastien Adins (PUCP)
The Evolution Of Russian Politics Toward Ukraine
Olga Brusylovska (Odessa I. I. Mechnikov National University)

RECOM—Project for a Regional Fact-Finding Commission in the
Post-Yugoslav Space: Achievements and Prospects

MD16: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Chair Orli Fridman (Faculty of Media and Communications (FMK) and School for International Training (SIT))
Part. Jasna Dragovic-Soso (Goldsmiths, University of London)
Part. Denis Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Neven Andjelic (Regent’s University London)
Part. Vjollca Krasniqi (University of Pristina)

Tuesday

TA01: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Rebalancing of Power and Enduring Relevance of Realism

Chair Miladen Lisanin (Institute for Political Studies, Belgrade)
Disc. Miladen Lisanin (Institute for Political Studies, Belgrade)
Post-Cold War Challenges to Balance of Power Theory
Benjamin Miller (University of Haifa)
The End Of The Current Liberal International Order?
Interregionalism As An Answer
Mayte Anais Dongo Sueiro (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)
The Collapse of the International Liberal Order and the Rising of its Descendant: The Polycentric System
Aleksandra Spalińska (University of Warsaw)
The Middle East in the Long-Term State of Instability – Main Causes and Features of Its Unstable and Conflict-Prone Regional Order
Martina Ponížilová (University of West Bohemia)
Brexit And The Failure Of Post-Nationalism: A View From South Africa
Ivor Chipkin (Centre for Change)

TA02: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Challenges To IR Theory From The Global South

Chair Lembe Tiky (University of Connecticut)
Disc. Karen Smith (University of Leiden)
Global IR And Contributions From The Non-Core: Addressing "The International"
Neslihan Dikmen Alsancak (Bilkent University)
Mine Nur Kucuk (Yeditepe University)
Re-conceptualising 'I' in IR: Reflections and Responses from Global South
Ananya Sharma (Ashoka University)
Humanizing International Relations in the Age of Anxiety: Constructing a Normative Theory and Perspective from the Global South
Aftab Alam (University of Delhi)
Uprooting the Frontiers: A Critique of Nationalism
ISHTIAQ AHMED (JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY)

TA03: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
The Politics of Resilience in International Relations

Chair Patricia Greve (University of Toronto)
Disc. Christine Agius (Swinburne University)
Resilience and Adaptation in the EU-Mexico Relationship
Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)
Cultural Politics in an Age of Anxiety: UNESCO and the Cultivation of Resilience
Matthew S. Weinert (University of Delaware)
Resilience, Antifragility And Exhaustion In Post-War Peacebuilding Environments: An Analysis Of Anxieties In State And Civil Society Organisations In Sri Lanka
Gilberto Algar-Faria (University of Bristol)
Reclaiming Resilience: Managing Uncertainty and Responsibilities Across Borders
Lauren Muscott (The Ohio State University)
Why Arms Control Regimes Fail? Unequal Resilience of Conventional Arms Control Agreements in Europe
Tijana Rečević (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

TA04: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
The Challenges of EU Eastern Enlargement

Chair     Dejan Guzina (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Disc.     Milada Vachudova (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Russian Foreign Policy Towards The Wider Black Sea
Adnan Seyaz (Kirkirelli University)
Normative or Rational? The Alignment of Domestic Political Parties with EU Conditions in (FYR) Macedonia
Christopher Jackson (Georgia State University)
Powerful Norms With Weak And Inconsistent Policy Support: The EU’s Normative Power In The Post-Communist Western Balkans?
Milenko Petrovic (University of Canterbury)
Lexit And The Future Of The European Union: A Balkan Perspective
Biljana Vankovska (Skopje University, Faculty of Philosophy)
Radmila Nakarada (University of Belgrade)

TA05: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Examining Identity and Positionality in(between) Power and Sovereignty

Chair     Nemanja Dzuvorovic (University of Belgrade)
Disc.     Loren Persi Vicentic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Mediating Liberal Order – University and the Movements to Decolonize the Academy
Faith Mkwesha (Abo Akademi University)
The East Africa Region Amid China – US Tensions: Threats and Opportunities
Danilo Babic (Faculty of Political Science, University of Belgrade)
Interrogating Authentic Belongingness and the ‘Anti-National’: Reimagining Identity, Community and Responsibility with the Non-Modern
Tarang Mahajan (Centre for Women’s Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
Trajectories of Death: an Expansive Concept of the Borderlands and the Expendable Lives of ‘Others’
Jelena Vicentic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Alienation and Authoritarianism: Liberalism and Its Discontents
Arwa Awan (Department of Political Science, University of Chicago)

TA06: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Turkish Involvement With the Western Balkans: Between Ideology and Pragmatism

Chair     Lerna Yanik (Kadir Has University)
Disc.     Kerem Oktem (University of Graz)
Balkan Muslims In Turkish Foreign Policy: Between Realpolitik And Romance
Hamdi Firat Buyuk (University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Political Sciences)
Entering Through The Back Door: Turkish Investments In Serbia
Sabina Pacariz (Queen Mary University of London)

TA08: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Questioning State-Building: Disrupting Intervention Binaries, Political Economy, And The Everyday

Chair     Henry P. Rammelt (National University of Political Studies and Public Administration)
Disc.     Kadir Jun Ayhan (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)
Negotiating Statehood Through The Political Economy Of The Everyday
Elena B. Stavrevska (University of Notre Dame)
Locating Subjects, Disrupting Intervention
Katarina Kusic (University of Bristol)
Statebuilding And Labour From A Materialist Perspective
Michael Pugh (University of Bradford)
Rethinking The Role Of International Economic Actors In The Political Economy Of State- And Peace-Building
Daniela Lai (London South Bank University)
Placement, Displacement And Belonging In The Post-Yugoslavian Space: Contesting Statebuilding Practices
Renata Summa (Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)

TA09: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
The Role Of Religion In International Politics: Between Conflict And Cooperation

Chair     Marko Vekovic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Disc.     Vladimir Ajzenhamer (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Security Studies)
Anxiety about Identity: Fears of “Sinful West” and Symbolic Representations of Russia’s New Civilizational Sovereignty
Sergei Akopov (National Research University Higher School of Economics)
Religion in International Relations: Do Activities of Hizmet Movement Lead to Dialogue or Anxiety in International Relations?
Mirela Lončar (University of Belgrade-Faculty of Political Economy)
‘Uprooted’ Religion In A Cosmopolitan World: A “Second Round” For Religion In Second Modernity?
CHRISTOS TSIRONIS (ARISTOTLE UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI)
Chrysa Almpami (PhD Researcher, Religion & IR, HFRI grant-holder, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki)
Sacred Places As The Cause Of International Conflicts And Politics: Case Study Jerusalem
Miroslub Jevtic (University of Belgrade)

TA10: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
New Memory Challenges In The Western Balkans And Beyond

Chair     Filip Ejdu (University of Belgrade)
Disc.     Philippe Perchoc (European Parliament)
European Union Guidelines To Reconciliation In Mostar: What And How To Remember?
Aline Cateux (LADEC (Lyon 2 - CNRS))
Hijacking National Memorials? Spontaneous Memorialisation As Justice-Seeking In Malta
Ana Milosovic (KU Leuven, LINES)
Davide Dent (University of Trento)

Turkey And The Western Balkans: Between Neo-Ottomanism And Neo-Realism
Esref Kenan Rasidagic (University of Sarajevo)
A European Memory For The Western Balkans?  
Ana Milosevic  (KU Leuven, LINES)
Rethinking The First World War From An EU Perspective  
Philippe Perchoc  (European Parliament)

TA12: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Historical International Relations

Chair  Joseph MacKay  (Australian National University)
Disc.  Henry Redwood  (King’s College, London)
"For Palestine is the Clapham Junction of the Commonwealth:"
Liberal Imperialism, Global Hierarchy and the Problem of Jewish Polysemy  
Daniel J. Levine  (University of Alabama)
The Rationale of Westphalian Rules in a Post-Westphalian World  
Devrim Sahin  (Eastern Mediterranean University)
Not Unto Us: The Knights Templar and the Transnationalisation of Civilizational Conspiracy  
Julia Costa Lopez  (University of Groningen)
Katharine Millar  (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))
Emulating the West or Building the Non-Western IR Science: Interwar Poland Case  
Tomasz Pugacewicz  (Jagiellonian University)
Blood is Thicker than Water: Family Assets and Leader Deposition in Medieval and Early Modern Europe  
Suthan Krishnarajan  (Aarhus University)

TA13: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Diplomacy And The International System

Chair  Nuno Morgado  (Charles University in Prague)
Disc.  Sonja Stojanovic Gajic  (University of Belgrade, Political Science)
Dilemmas Of Commitment And Abandonment – Japan’s Uncertainty Concerning The US – Reflections Through Popular Culture  
Akos Kopper  (Elte University, Institute of Politics and International Relations)
American Grand Strategy During The Clinton Era: The Case For Rapprochement With Vietnam  
Barbara Kratnik  (University of Warsaw)
Questioning Liberal Peacebuilding – Answers From Civil Peace Services  
Samantha Ruppel  (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Diplomacy And Symbolic Power: The Case Of Former Yugoslavian Republics  
Jana Arbeiter  (University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences)

TA14: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Contemporary Foreign Policy Challenges

Chair  Tatiana Coutto  (University of Warwick, UK)
Disc.  Beatrix Futak-Campbell  (Leiden University)
The Chinese Diaspora In Europe: Its Scale, Dynamics, And Politics  
Andrei V. Korobkov  (Middle Tennessee State University)
ASEAN At A Crossroads  
Sean Yiath  (University of California, San Diego)
The Implications of the Technological Trends in Military on the Defence of Small States  
Giedrius Ėsnauskas  (The General Jonas Ŗemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania, Department of Political Science)

China’s “Trump Problem” – How China’s Scholarly Debates Reveal the Limits of Beijing’s Vision to Replace the US as the Next World Leader  
Zhimin Lin  (Valparaiso University)
Qi Wang  (University of Macau)
Jianwei Wang  (University of Macau)
To Be or Not to Be: Diasporic Foreign Policy Interest Group Formation in the US  
Shubha Kamala Prasad  (Georgetown University)
Filip Savatic  (Georgetown University)

TB01: Tuesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
The Paradoxes of International Financial Governance

Chair  Matthew S. Weinert  (University of Delaware)
Disc.  Matthew S. Weinert  (University of Delaware)
Sustainable Regional Security Governance in Latin America  
Roberto Dominguez  (Suffolk University)
Intergovernmental Organization Coordination, Aid Fragmentation, and Development Goals  
Melanie H. Ram  (California State Univ, Fresno)
The World Trade Organization Between Law And Politics: Negotiating A Solution For Public Stockholding For Food Security Purposes  
Matias E. Margulis  (University of Edinburgh)
US-China Conflict in Global Trade Governance: The New Politics of Agricultural Subsidies at the WTO  
Kristen Hopewell  (University of Edinburgh)
Ethics and Power in Financial Regulatory Bodies – The Case of the Bank for International Settlements and G10 Committees  
Karina Jędrzejowska  (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

TB02: Tuesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Globalization as Cultural Anxiety

Chair  Jelena Vicenć (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Disc.  Catarina Kinnvall  (Lund University)
Globalization, Populism and the Crisis of National Democracy  
Phil Cerny  (Emeritus Manchester & Rutgers University)
Globalization and the Threat to Local Culture: A Gramscian Assessment of Cultural Vulnerability  
G. Doug Davis  (Troy University)
The Rising Far-Right: Analyzing Extremism Through A Psychological Lens  
Jaclyn Fox  (American University)
Religion and the Anxieties of Globalization: Challenges Met and Opportunities Missed  
Thomas Heilke  (University of British Columbia)

TB03: Tuesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  
Understanding Authoritarianism

Chair  Milan Krstic  (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Sciences)
Disc.  Filipe dos Reis  (University of Erfurt)
Let’s Socialize: Inter-Korean People-to-People Diplomacy  
Kadir Jun Ayhan  (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)
### Panel 1: Human Rights In The Age Of Anxiety (1)

**Chair:** Jelena Cupać (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
**Disc.** Henry (Chip) Carey (Georgia State University)

**Rage Against The Machine: The Emergence Of The Norm Against ‘Killer’ Robots**  
Medlir Memčić (Institute for European Studies-Free University of Brussels)

**National Human Rights Institutions As Both Subjects And Objects Of The UN Universal Periodic Review**  
Luka Glusac (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

**Exploiting the Anti-impunity Norm in Internal Conflicts**  
Sophie Rosenberg (University of Cambridge)

### Panel 2: External Actors in the Western Balkans: Linkages and Influence

**Chair:** Nikolaos Tzifakis (University of the Peloponnese)
**Disc.** Florian Bieber (University of Graz)

**A Framework Of Analysis Of External Actors: The Case Of The Western Balkans**  
Florian Bieber (University of Graz)

**Internal And External Security Co-operation In The Western Balkans: Cracks And Erosion Of Euro-Atlantic Integration?**  
Marko Kmec (University of Graz)

**Montenegro: State Coup(s) And Business Controversies**  
Jovana Marović (Politikon Network)

**UAE Investments In The Western Balkans: Sultanism Meets Illiberal Democracy**  
Tena Prelec (University of Sussex)

### Panel 3: Research Agendas In IR In Post-Yugoslav Space: Emerging Scholars’ Panel (1)

**Chair:** Senada Selo Šabac (Institute for International Relations)
**Disc.** Bernhard Stahl (University of Passau)

**Transcending the Rift: Realism, Transatlantic Relations, and American Grand Strategy**  
Mladen Lisanin (Institute for Political Studies, Belgrade)

---

**Failed Liberal Peacebuilding, Liberal Peace at Home and Civic Integration: The Case of Germany**  
Miloš Vučkelić (University of Belgrade, Faculty of Political Sciences)

**What Is Left Of Liberal Peacebuilding: Lessons From The Western Balkans**  
Goran Tepšić (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

---

**Structural Causes and Global Consequences of Populism**

**Chair:** Jennifer McCoy (Georgia State University)
**Disc.** Matt Davies (Newcastle University)

**Reaction in Concert: Conservative Populism, Status Dissatisfaction, and International Realignment**  
Christopher David LaRoche (Central European University)
Joseph Mackay (Australian National University)

**A Complex Systems Approach To Understanding The Rise Of Right-Wing Populism**  
Steven Mock (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

**The Rise of the Capital-State and Neo-Nationalism: A New Polanyian Moment**  
Alexander Svitich (National University of Singapore)

**The Crisis of Neoliberal Network Society and its Outraged Opposition: Manuel Castells’ Critical Perspective on Global Anxiety**  
Nikola Mladenović (University of Belgrade, Faculty of Political Sciences)

---

**Cyber, Nuclear, and Deterrence**

**Chair:** Nikola Mirilovic (University of Central Florida)
**Disc.** Matthew Millard (University of California, San Diego)

**Toward a Comprehensive Cyber Deterrence Theory**  
Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)

**Anxiety as the Political and the Role of Non-State Actors**  
Aleksandra Spalińska (University of Warsaw)

**Why New Thinking On Nuclear Deterrence Is Not Necessary**  
Eben Coetze (University of the Free State)

**Cyber Peacekeeping? What Risks Have Been Created By The UN’s Incorporation Of Information Technologies Into Its Peacekeeping Operations, And How Has The UN Responded?**  
Chloe FitzPatrick (University of Queensland)

---

**Religion, Emotions and Anxiety in International Relations**

**Chair:** Chandler R. Rosenberger (Brandeis University)
**Disc.** Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)

**Welcome to the Gray Zone: A Feminist Analysis of US Strategic Anxiety**  
Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)

**Fear And Fatalism: A Study Of Extremist Attitudes Within The Israeli Messianic And Palestinian Evangelical Movements**  
Kristian Steiner (Malmö University, Sweden)

**Another Born-Again President: The Effects of Religion in American Foreign Policy During the Trump Administration**  
Murat Ulgul (Karadeniz Technical University)
### TB13: Tuesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Panel
#### Governing Bodies in Insecure Spaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Lerna Yanik  (Kadir Has University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Lerna Yanik  (Kadir Has University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Sense of U.S. Servicewomen’s Personal Narratives in the Post-9/11 Era</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annick T. R. Wibben  (University of San Francisco/ Swedish Defence University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Identity: Conceptualizing Everyday Foreign Policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizaveta Gaufman  (University of Bremen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The (Non)-Securitization of Plant Biotechnology in the European Union: Technologies of Resistance and Displacement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Markowitz  (Central European University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Between National Anxiety And National Trauma: The Case Of Hungarian Border Fence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gela Merabishvili  (Virginia Tech)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TB15: Tuesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Panel
#### How Authoritarianism Endures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Milenko Petrovic  (University of Canterbury)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Disorder, Purged Islamist, And Dysfunctional Humanitarian Intervention Over The Arab Authoritarianism: The Case Of The Muslim Brotherhood Movements In The 2010s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takayuki Yokota  (Meiji University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kota Suechika  (Ritsumeikan University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takuro Kikkawa  (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Monitoring and Government Performance: Theory and Experiment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazuto Ohtsuki  (Tokyo Metropolitan University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Limits of Transitional Justice in Serbia and South Korea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Rector  (Marymount University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Murphy  (SUNY Oneonta)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Populist Challenge To Cultural Diversity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snjezana Bilic  (University of South Australia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilitocracy Or Internal Sources Of Authoritarian Revival In The Balkans?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebojsa Vladislavjevic  (University of Belgrade)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TB19: Tuesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Roundtable
#### Methods Cafe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Filip Ejdus  (University of Belgrade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Srdjan Vucetic  (University of Ottawa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Pinar Bilgin  (Bilkent University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Vincent Pouliot  (McGill University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC01: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
#### Theme Roundtable: International Relations in the Age of Anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jelena Subotic  (Georgia State University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Srdjan Vucetic  (University of Ottawa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Amir Lupovic  (Tel Aviv University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Jessica Auchter  (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Jennifer Mitzen  (Ohio State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Stefano Guzzini  (Danish Institute for International Studies &amp; Uppsala University &amp; PUC-Rio de Janeiro)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC02: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
#### Teaching through Personal Experience – Getting Students into Field Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Petra Roter  (University of Ljubljana)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Mark A. Boyer  (University of Connecticut)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC03: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
#### The International Politics of Migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Dzeneta Karabegovic  (University of Salzburg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Dzeneta Karabegovic  (University of Salzburg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants’ Integration in France: The Meaning of Belonging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Menendez  (International Studies, Butler University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Story of Walls: Physical, Ideological and Emotional Walls and the Politics of American Immigration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Franz  (Rider University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-Judicial Measures In Refugee Responses: States And Their Islands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria B. Struble  (Western State Colorado University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Biopolitical Border Discourse During The European Migrant Crisis And Its Implications On The Balkans?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mira Kaneva  (Sofia University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration and the Future of the Welfare State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalija Perisic  (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelena Vidojevic  (University of Belgrade)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC04: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
#### The Continuing Challenges of EU Governance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Niklas Bremberg  (Stockholm University &amp; Swedish Institute of International Affairs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Nukhet A. Sandal  (Ohio University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms Of Compliance In EU FTAs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pawel F. Frankowski  (Jagiellonian University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Space, The EU And Security - In Search For The Analytical Framework And Political Rationale Of European Space Security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irma Slomczynska  (Marie Curie-Sklodowska University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fourth State? Media And Public Attitudes Towards The EU In Comparative Perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatjana Couto  (University of Warwick, UK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Populism Curtailed? Globalization And The Debate Over Genetically Modified Organisms In The European Union
Shane Markowitz (Central European University)
European Central Bank And Non-Eurozone Central And Eastern Europe: Unforeseen Consequence Of ‘One-Size-Fits-All’ Policies And Autonomous Central Banks
Dora Piroksa (Corvinus University of Budapest)

**TC05: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM**
Transitional Justice and Reconciliation

**Chair**
Jasna Dragovic-Soso (Goldsmiths, University of London)

**Disc.**
Jasna Dragovic-Soso (Goldsmiths, University of London)

Intersectional Justice And Peace Agreements
Elena B. Stavrevska (University of Notre Dame)

Unexpected Roles Of International Justice: Courts As Classrooms And Archives
Izabela Steflja (Tulane University)

Competitive Victimhood In Reconciliation Process: The Case Of Northern Ireland
Cagla Demirel (Södertörn University)

The Politics of Transitional Justice: The Failure of "Localisation"
Elham Kazemi (University of California, Irvine)

Linking Reparations And Development In Post-Yugoslav Space: How To Cope With Broken Promises?
Sladjana Lazic (Centre for Peace Studies (CPS), UiT-The Arctic University of Norway)

**TC06: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM**
China and the Global Political Economy

**Chair**
Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

**Disc.**
Kevin M. DeJesus (Johnson and Wales University)

Institutional Change or Institutional Continuity? The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and China’s Belt and Road Initiative
Lars Skalnes (University of Oregon)

China’s “Belt and Road” in Southeast Asia: Constructing the Strategic Narrative in Singapore
Alice D. Ba (University of Delaware)

Power Transitions and Global Trade Governance: The Impact of a Rising China on the Export Credit Regime
Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)

Global Political Economy Of Chinese Overseas Infrastructure Finance And Investment: Cases From The European Periphery
Veyesel Tekdal (Eskisehir Osmangazi University and Middle East Technical University)

China-led Multilateralism and Global Governance
Dragan Pavličević (Xi’an Jiaotong - Liverpool University)

**Defending the Faith? Assessing the Impact of State Religious Exclusivity on Territorial MID Initiation**
Ariel Zellman (Bar-Ilan University)

Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)

Less Cooperation, More Obedience: Supranational Organizations, The Recession Of Westphalian Sovereignty, And The Consequences For Liberal Democracy And The International Order
Nevena Trajkov (Florida International University)

**TC09: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM**
Anxiety in the Global South

**Chair**
Christine Sixta Rinehart (University of South Carolina Palmetto College)

The Permanence Of The National Interest: The Cambodian Case
Jose Mora (American University of Phnom Penh)

Gbagbo’s Lost Bet: When Inviting External Judicial Scrutiny Backfires
Marco Bocchese (Northwestern University & University of Illinois at Chicago)

Communities of Destiny: Pendulum Consensus in ASEAN and Beyond
Kevin Henry Villanueva (University of the Philippines)

**TC10: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM**
The Challenges of Global Governance and International Cooperation

**Chair**
Daniela Lai (London South Bank University)

Governing Together: Collective Action and the Management of Expectations in Security Communities
Patricia Greve (University of Toronto)

The Fight Against Fake News in Europe: An Analysis of Recent Government, EU and NGO Initiatives Against Disinformation
Wiebke Lamer (Global Campus of Human Rights)

Kaoru Kurusu (Kobe University)

Yuan Zhou (Kobe University)

Epistemic Communities' Legitimacy In The Era Of Trump: How Legitimacy Problems Affect Global Health Cooperation
Maria Esther Coronado Martinez (Carleton University)

International Intelligence Cooperation - A Vital Tool in the Age of Anxiety
Eyal Pascovich (University of Haifa)

**TC11: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM**
United States, China, And The Changing International Order

**Chair**
Gorana Grbic (University of Sydney)

Complexity Of Modern Society As The Cause Of Large Scale Sociopolitical Crises: Assessment And Extension Of The Concepts Of Diamond And Tainter
Czeslaw Mesjasz (Cracow University of Economics)

Debating The 2018 US Air Strikes Against Syria: The Uses And Abuses Of International Criminal Law
Medlir Mema (Institute for European Studies-Free University of Brussels)
EscalaƟon Management in the Gray Zone: Great Power Decision Calculus
Egle Murauskaite  (U.S. NaƟonal ConsorƟum for the Study of Terrorism (START), University of Maryland)
Jonathan Wilkenfeld  (University of Maryland)
The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue And The Belt And Road Initiative: A New Form Of Asymmetric Superpower Rivalry Between China And The USA
Csaba Horvath  (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Pedagogy In The Age Of Anxiety
TC12: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Chair Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk  (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)
Disc. Olga Vorkunova  (Russian Peace Academy, Primakov IMEMO, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow State Linguistic Univ.)
The Age Of Anxiety? An Innovative Peer Learning Between International Relations And Poetry Through The Dialogue
Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk  (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)
Confronting Hegemonies and Dispossessions in the University: Re-inventing IR curriculum
Ananya Sharma  (Ashoka University)
History As A Source For IR Interdisciplinary Methodology Development
Vitalii Boldyrev  (Institute of History, Archeology and Ethnography FEB RAS)

TC13: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
WCIS Mentoring Café
Chair Annick T. R. Wibben  (University of San Francisco/ Swedish Defence University)

TC14: Tuesday 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
International Repositioning In The Era Of Trump
Chair Benjamin Denison  (Dartmouth College)
Disc. Stefano Palestini  (Catholic University of Chile)
Re-Imposition of U.S. Sanctions on Iran: Reasons and Implications
Rafal Ozarowski  (University of Business and Administration in Gdynia)
Teaching the Foreign Policy of President Trump
Timothy White  (Xavier University)
U.S.-China Relationship and Its Impact on International Relations and the World
Weixing Chen  (University of Mississippi )
Western Balkans US Policy In The Context Of President Trump’s Grand Strategy
Dragan Simic  (University of Belgrade)
Dragan Zivojinovic  (University of Belgrade)

TD01: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  Roundtable
The International Politics of Memory and Commemoration
Chair Elizaveta Gauffman  (University of Bremen)
Part. Jelena Subotic  (Georgia State University)
Part. Vladimir Kulic  (Iowa State University)
Part. Dovile Budryte  (Georgia Gwinnett College)
Part. Mila Dragojić  (The University of the South)
Part. Jovan Byford  (Open University)

TD02: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  Roundtable
Innovations in Undergraduate Research
Chair Mark A. Boyer  (University of Connecticut)
Chair Petra Roter  (University of Ljubljana)

TD03: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  Panel
Explaining the Varieties of Terrorism
Chair Burcu Pınar Alakoc  (Webster University)
Disc. Deepa Prakash  (DePauw University)
Comparing the Regional Expansion Strategies of the Islamic State and Al Qaeda
Sharad Joshi  (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)
If You’re Not First, You’re Last: Female Suicide Bombers and the Recalcitrance of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood
Christine Sixta Rinehart  (University of South Carolina Palmetto College)
Explaining Global Jihadi Terrorism: Methodological and Empirical Challenges
Ole Martin Stormoen  (NUPI - Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

TD04: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  Panel
Understanding Populism: Hungary and Turkey Compared
Chair Balkan Devlen  (University of Copenhagen)
Disc. Jennifer McCoy  (Georgia State University)
Matrushka Populism(s): Conceptualizing the Link Between Populism and Foreign Policy in Turkey and Hungary
Lerna Yanik  (Kadir Has University)
Umut Korkut  (Glasgow Caledonian University)
Empire State of Mind: Populism and Management of Education in Turkey and Hungary
Nukhet A. Sandal  (Ohio University)
Myra A. Waterbury  (Ohio University)
Practising Populism: Hungary And The EU Refugee/Migration Crisis
Beatrix Futak-Campbell  (Leiden University)
Sexual Politics, Anxiety And Conservatism: Reorganizing Others And Threats
João Victor Pinto Dutra  (Center for Social Studies - University of Coimbra)

TD05: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  Panel
Understanding Russian International Behavior
Chair Rafal Lisiakiewicz  (Cracow University of Economics)
Disc. Henry (Chip) Carey  (Georgia State University)
Russia and the Humanitarian Intervention Debate
Natalia Piskunova  (Moscow State University)
The Russian Demographic Crisis, Cultural Studies, and Foreign Policy
G. Doug Davis  (Troy University)
Liberal Order in Crisis? Post-Cold War Russia and the Evolution of International Society
Zachary Paikin  (University of Kent)
Russia’s Architecture of Hegemony: Christian Orthodox Subordination Strategies in Russia’s Peripheral Zone
Srđan Jovanović  (Nankai University, Tianjin, China)
Richard J. Cook  (Nankai University)
Maximilian Ohle  (Nankai University)
### TD06: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**The Existential Anxiety of Climate Change**

**Panel**

**Disc.** Gorana Grig (University of Sydney)

International Climate Norms And EU-Russia Energy Relations: Quo Vadis?

**Disc.** Danijel Crncec (University of Ljubljana)

Soft Power For A Global Transition To Sustainable Energy:

**Disc.** Germany’s Bilateral Energy Partnerships

**Disc.** Rainer Quitzow (Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies)

**Disc.** Sonja Thielges (Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies)

One For All, All For One – States Joining Forces In Coalitions Within

**Disc.** The United Nations Climate Change Regime: An Empirical Study

**Disc.** About The Newest Insights From COP24

**Disc.** Katharina Seip (Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany)

A Hook For Leadership In The New World Order: Managing Climate

**Disc.** Change

**Disc.** Sezin Iba Gürsoy (kırklareli university)

### TD08: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**The Politics of International Criminal Courts**

**Panel**

**Chair** Sarah Jewett (Department of Government, London School of Economics and Political Science)

The War on Courts in an Age of Nationalism: State Delegitimization

**Disc.** Matt Murphy (SUNY Oneonta)

Campaigns and the Challenge to International Criminal Tribunals

**Disc.** The Embodied State: How The Physical Matters For The Ontological

**Disc.** Human Rights And The Rule Of Experts

**Disc.** Filipe dos Reis (University of Erfurt)

El Coco Does Not Frighten Anymore: ICC Scrutiny And State

**Disc.** Cooperation In Colombia

**Disc.** Marco Bocchese (Northwestern University & University of Illinois at Chicago)

### TD09: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**Civil Society in the Age of Populism**

**Panel**

**Disc.** Caterina Bonora (Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences)

Deliberation in Troubled Times: Feminist Encounters with Multiple Others

**Disc.** Ayse Betul Celik (Sabanci University)

From Politicization To Practice: An Analysis Of The Evolution Of

**Disc.** Zeynep Gulru Goker (Sabanci University)

Humanitarian Organizations Funding And Its Impact On The Implementation Of Aid

**Disc.** Daniela Nascimento (University of Coimbra, CES/FEUC)

From Anxiety To Discontent: Mobilizing Civil Society Against Authoritarian Regimes

**Disc.** Zuzana Hudáková (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)

Institutional Appropriation Through Norm-Contestation:

**Disc.** Contestation Against Sexual And Reproductive Rights

**Disc.** Jelena Cupač (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

### TD10: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**Ontological Insecurities and Anxieties**

**Panel**

**Chair** Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)

International Criminal Justice As An EU Foreign Policy Tool: The Case Of The Kosovo Specialist Chambers

**Disc.** Viatcheslav Morozov (University of Tartu)

Medlir Mema (Institute for European Studies-Free University of Brussels)

State Capture In South-Eastern Europe: External Peace Missions And Informal Power Networks In The Case Of Kosovo

**Disc.** Siddharth Tripathi (University of Erfurt)

Doing Sovereignty in Police Cooperation between Serbia and Kosovo

**Disc.** Sonja Stojanovic Gajic (University of Belgrade, Political Science)

Capacity Building or Corruption Building? EULEX KOSOVO and the Two-Level Commitment Problem in Kosovo

**Disc.** Christopher Jackson  (University of the West of England)

International Actors Shaping Local Activism In Kosovo And Afghanistan

**Disc.** Jane Kirkpatrick (University of the West of England)

### TD11: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**Kosovo - Capacity, Sovereignty, Foreign Policy**

**Panel**

**Chair** Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)

International Criminal Justice As An EU Foreign Policy Tool: The Case Of The Kosovo Specialist Chambers

**Disc.** Nikolaos Tzifakis (University of the Peloponnese)

Medlir Mema (Institute for European Studies-Free University of Brussels)

State Capture In South-Eastern Europe: External Peace Missions And Informal Power Networks In The Case Of Kosovo

**Disc.** Siddharth Tripathi (University of Erfurt)

Doing Sovereignty in Police Cooperation between Serbia and Kosovo

**Disc.** Sonja Stojanovic Gajic (University of Belgrade, Political Science)

Capacity Building or Corruption Building? EULEX KOSOVO and the Two-Level Commitment Problem in Kosovo

**Disc.** Christopher Jackson  (University of the West of England)

International Actors Shaping Local Activism In Kosovo And Afghanistan

**Disc.** Jane Kirkpatrick (University of the West of England)

### TD12: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**Survival Strategies for (Female) Scholars**

**Roundtable**

**Chair** Annick T. R. Wibben (University of San Francisco/ Swedish Defence University)

### TD13: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
**The Promise Of Critical Theory In The Age Of Anxiety**

**Panel**

**Chair** Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)

The World According to Targeting

**Disc.** Daniel J. Levine (University of Alabama)

Erik Reichborn-Kjennerud (NUPI)

Critical Republicanism And Expanding The Canon Of Politics In Security Studies

**Disc.** Marc Sinan Winrow (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))

Governing The Next War: Air Force Doctrine In The 21st Century

**Disc.** Bo Tandrup Christensen (University of Warwick)

**Disc.** Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)

The World According to Targeting

**Disc.** Daniel J. Levine (University of Alabama)

Governing The Next War: Air Force Doctrine In The 21st Century

**Disc.** Bo Tandrup Christensen (University of Warwick)
Europe Alone - Franco-German Competitive Cooperation And The European Security Crisis  
Matthew Huntley (University of Economics, Prague)

TD14: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  
Panel  
Old Powers, New Powers, Regional Powers  
Chair  Kyle Urquijo (Florida International University)  
Disc.  Bimal Adhikari (Nazarbayev University)  
Conceptualizing Regional Financial Governance – Case of Asia-Pacific  
Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)  
U.S. Foreign Policy Towards Russia During Trump’s Presidency: Implications To Europe In The Age Of Anxiety  
Gerda Jakstaite (General Jonas Zemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania)  
China’s Revival in an Age of Postcolonial Anxiety  
David Tobin (University of Manchester)  
Living in Precarious Times: Ruminations on Trump’s Foreign Policy  
Abhishank Mishra (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

TD15: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM  
Panel  
New Challenges, Old Security Governance  
Chair  Maria Julia Trombetta (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)  
Disc.  Maria Julia Trombetta (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)  
Contesting Complex Norms In IR: Resistance To Ideas Or Resistance To Implementation?  
Kai Michael Kenkel (Pontificial Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)  
Functionality And Dysfunctionality Of The Global Trade Governance - The European Union Perspective  
Anna Wrobel (University of Warsaw)  
One Discipline, Many Power Conceptualizations: An ‘Interest’ Based Categorization on the Concept(s) of Power in International Relations  
Bugra Sari (Turkish National Police Academy)  
Sustainable Consumption in East Asia: a Dream or a Nightmare?  
Katarzyna Negacz (Warsaw School of Economics)

Wednesday

WA01: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Roundtable  
International Studies Literacy: A Workshop on Intro Class Approaches  
Chair  Mark A. Boyer (University of Connecticut)

WA02: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Panel  
Understanding Comparative Populism  
Populism and National Identity in Bulgaria  
Nuray Ibraymova (Eastern Mediterranean University)  
David Cadier (Sciences Po)  
Ex-Communist Party Choices and the Electoral Success of the Radical Right in Central and Eastern Europe  
María Snegovaya (Columbia University)  
An Ailing European Union In The Age Of Populist Anxiety: Can Human Rights Offer A Solution?  
Urmi Gupta (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

WA03: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Panel  
Does International Relations Theory Need Refreshing?  
Chair  Nuno Morgado (Charles University in Prague)  
Disc.  Nuno Morgado (Charles University in Prague)  
Ontologies of Crisis and the Sociology of Knowledge in International Relations  
Jochen Kleinschmidt (Universidad del Rosario)  
Competing Images of Liberal Internationalism  
Brendan R. Green (University of Cincinnati)  
Jelena Vlč (University of Cincinnati)  
Role Theory And The Study Of Regional Orders: A New Analytical Framework  
Margaryta Rymarenko (Central European University)  
The Crisis of Liberal International Order and the Forgotten Warnings of Classical Realism  
Petar Popović (Faculty of Political Science, University of Zagreb)  
Family or Friends? Rethinking Paradigms of Political Relations in an Age of Anxiety  
Ruairidh Brown (University of Nottingham Ningbo)

WA04: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  
Panel  
Serbia in the World  
Chair  Florian Bieber (University of Graz)  
Disc.  Florian Bieber (University of Graz)  
Serbian Foreign Policy: Between Geopolitics And The Identity Crisis  
Dejan Guzina (Wilfrid Laurier University)  
Foreign Policy Of Founding Mercosur States And The Balkans  
Diego Nilson Hernández (Universidad de la República & Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC))  
Flavio Augusto L. Nascimento (Federal University of the Pampas)  
Can Small States Determine Success of International Orders? Exploring Indirect Symbolic Agency of Austria, Croatia, and Serbia In European Security, 1999-2018  
Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)
Securitization of People
WA05: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Panel
Chair Maria B. Struble (Western State Colorado University)
Disc. Maria B. Struble (Western State Colorado University)
The Balkans and the Caucasus: Phenomenon of Geopolitical Synchronism
Olga Vorkunova (Russian Peace Academy, Primakov IMEMO, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow State Linguistic Univ.)
Securitization In China: The Challenges Of Energy Security And Of The War On Pollution
Maria Julia Trombetta (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)
Juyoung Kim (King’s College London)
Securitization Of The Migration Crisis In The Polish Foreign Policy From 2015 To 2018
Wawrzyniec Banach (Institute of Political Science and International Relations of the Jagiellonian University)

Diplomacy and Money in International Politics
WA06: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Panel
Chair Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
Disc. Joseph MacKay (Australian National University)
Emotions in Foreign Policy: An Examination of Interstate Negotiations in East Asia
Bidisha Biswas (Western Washington University)
Yukyung Yeo (Kyoung Hee University)
The Financing Of Regional Organisations - A Comparative Approach
Frank Mattheis (University of Pretoria)
How Leaders Bond (Or Not) Through Face-To-Face Diplomacy
Seanon Wong (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Architecture of Development Finance - Evolution, Challenges, and Prospects
Karina Jędzrejewska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)
The Economic Factors In Russia’s Foreign Policy During V. Putin’s Presidency
Rafał Lisiakiewicz (Cracow University of Economics)

Psychology, Ethics, and Ideology in International Relations
WA08: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Panel
Chair Kate M. R. Seaman (University of Maryland, Bahá’í Chair for World Peace)
Disc. Kate M. R. Seaman (University of Maryland, Bahá’í Chair for World Peace)
Moral Foundations of International Society
Balkan Devlen (University of Copenhagen)
'Nothing Surprising Or Contrary To Human Nature': Fear And Anger In Foreign Policy
Harald Edinger (University of Oxford)

Human Rights In The Age Of Anxiety (2)
WA11: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Panel
Chair Lee Daly (Coventry University)
Disc. Elizaveta Gaufman (University of Bremen)
Corporate Politics and Human Rights
Michimi Muranushi (Gakushuin University)
Gay Rights in the Age of Anxiety
Susan Dicklitch-Nelson (Franklin & Marshall College)
Julia Bevan (Franklin & Marshall College)
The Influence of UN Human Rights Bodies on NGO and Civil Society Aid
Bimal Adhikari (Nazarbayev University)
Revisiting the Concepts of Positive Peace in light of the UNGA Declaration on the Right to Peace
Tuba Turan (Altinbas University)
International Labour Organization and the Case of Indigenous Peoples: Examining the Application of ILO’s Convention 169 in Latin America

Smriti Sabbarwal (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

WA12: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  Panel
New Research on Ethnic Conflict

Chair Cleo O’Brien-Udry (Yale University)
Disc. Mila Dragojevic (The University of the South)
Power-Sharing or Integrationism: Empirical Uncertainties and Axiological Challenges
   Agnes Katalin Koos (Feather River College)
   Kenneth Keulman (Loyola University)
Localized Dynamics Of Peace Building In The Light Of Post-Liberal Approaches: Building 'Hybrid Peace' In Brcko District
   Adisa Avdić-Küsmüş (Metropolitan University, Prague)
The Consequences of Separatist Wars: A Paired Comparison of Gali in Abkhazia and the Northern Municipalities in Kosovo
   Nicholas Barker (University of Oxford)
The Representation Of The Catalan Political Conflict In Catalonia’s Press
   Laura Pérez Rastrilla (Universidad Europea de Madrid)
   Jorge Resina (Complutense University of Madrid)

WA13: Wednesday 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  Panel
Migrants And Refugees On The Shores Of The Mediterranean

Chair Davide Denti (University of Trento)
Disc. Sophie Meunier (Princeton University)
The Rise Of Right-Wing Populism In Europe: A Psychoanalytical Contribution
   Paula Sandrin (Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)
Gulf Response to the Neighboring Refugee Crises: A Comparative Study
   Hirotaka Fujibayashi (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
   Germany And Visegrad States In The Migration Crisis – A Way Out Of The Tension To Cooperation
   Stanislava Brajerčíková (Masaryk University, Faculty of Social Studies, Czech Republic)

WB01: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Panel
The Growing Uncertainty in the International System

Chair Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)
Chair Tena Prelec (University of Sussex)
Disc. Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)
Disc. Tena Prelec (University of Sussex)
Making Democracy Safe For The World: Waltz On Foreign Policy After The Cold War
   Joseph MacKay (Australian National University)
The Effects Of Recent Political, Economic And Security Challenges On EU Member States’ Humanitarian Assistance
   Francesca Pusterla (SOAS, University of London)
Mixing Grand Strategies: How Trump’s Isolationist Realism Contributes to Security in Eurasia
   Murat Ulgul (Karadeniz Technical University)
Changed Nature Of Uncertainty In International Relations? The Insights Of Neoclassical Realists
   Marko Dasic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

Cracks In Euro-Atlantic Relations: Is It All About Trump?
   Stevan Nedeljković (University of Belgrade)

WB02: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Panel
International Narratives - Public and Private

Chair Elizaveta Gaufman (University of Bremen)
Disc. Eleanor Knott (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))
The ICTY in Local Narratives: Victimhood Olympics or Economic Bargains?
   Izabela Stefija (Tulane University)
The Ideological Divide and the Legitimacy of Self-Determination: A Comparative Analysis of the Dissolution of Yugoslavia and Brexit
   Sarah Wion (Washington University in St. Louis)
Bosnia and Political Discourse
   Alexandre Addor (Victoria University)

WB03: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Panel
Politics and Practices of International Institutions

Chair Anna Wrobel (University of Warsaw)
Disc. James Gow (King’s College London)
International Organisations: Between A Multilateral Forum And A Stage For Bilateralisation Of Minority Rights
   Petra Roter (University of Ljubljana)
   Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
Global Diplomacy’s De-Centering Of Region In Diplomatic Practice
   J. Simon Rofe (SOAS University of London)
IO Agency In Regime Complexes: When IOs Intervene In Other IOs
   Matias E. Margulis (University of Edinburgh)

WB04: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM  Panel
Cybersecurity in the Age of Anxiety

Chair Karsten Friis (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUI))
Disc. Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)
Bureaucrats Of Cyberspace: The Making Of Connections And Disconnections In International Cybersecurity Politics
   Niels Nagelhus Schia (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUI))
Theorizing Cybersecurity: Practice and Materiality in the Cyber Kill Chain
   Karsten Friis (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUI))
   Erik Reichborn-Kjennerud (NUI)
Countering Hybrid Threats Through Signal Intelligence And Big Data Analysis?
   Njord Wegge (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUI))
Digital Risks And Energy Security
   Lars Gjesvik (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Fixed In Flux: Big Data Psychographics And Security In Cyber-Times:
The Case Of The Facebook-Cambridge Analytica Data Scandal
   Ellen Emilie Henriksen (Norwegian Institute of Foreign Affairs/University of Oslo)
### WB05: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
#### Constructivism and the Current International Moment

**Chair**
Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)

**Disc.**
Balkan Devlen (University of Copenhagen)

- Everyday Nationalism and Making Identity Count: A Dialogue
  Srdjan Vucetic (University of Ottawa)

- Are Spheres of Influence Social? Rethinking Geopolitics for the 21st Century
  Christopher David LaRoche (Central European University)

- Brazil’s Global Ambitions: A Social Constructivist Approach
  Aneta Šamanc (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Science)

### WB06: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
#### The Challenges Of Order In The International Society

**Chair**
Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

**Disc.**
Wawrzyniec Banach (Institute of Political Science and International Relations of the Jagiellonian University)

- Seeing Regimes Through Public Eyes: An Experimental Examination Of The Regime Characteristics Producing Public Support For The Democratic Peace
  Mark Paradis (Champlain College Saint-Lambert)

- Protection against Racial Discrimination in Europe: A Comparison of International Institutions
  Pinar Sayan (Stockholm University)

- System Legitimating and System Altering Actions: An Examination of al-Qaeda’s and ISIS’ Goals in Context of the International System
  Robert Hodges (Virginia Tech)

### WB09: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
#### International Relations Of Latin America

**Chair**
Laura Tedesco (SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY)

**Disc.**
Laura Tedesco (SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY)

- Revisiting Brazilian School Of Geopolitics: Brazil, USA And The South American Regional Integration
  Nuno Morgado (Charles University in Prague)

- The Role Of Latin America In The Liberal International Order: Change Or Continuity?
  Lizeth Vanessa Ayala Castiblanco (Corvinus University of Budapest)

- Understanding Institutional And Political Change: Dis-Development And Human Security In A Moment Of Global Anxiety
  Diego Zambrano (Florida International University)

- Brazil after Partido dos Trabalhadores
  Tatiana Hiramatsum (University of Brasilia)

### WB11: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
#### Does The EU Have A Strategy?

**Chair**
Christopher Jackson (Georgia State University)

**Disc.**
Patricia Greve (University of Toronto)

- The Political Impact Of Mental Health Issues: Evidence From The EU
  Tatiana Coutto (University of Warwick, UK)

- Left Behind? A Review Of The EU Global Strategy In Action
  Ion Berindan (UBB)

- Achievements And Challenges Of Cooperation Between The European Union And The United Nations
  Joanna Starzyk-Sulejewska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

- EU’s Foreign And Security Policy In East Asia: A Precarious Balance Between A US Follower And An Independent Actor---A Case Of The South China Sea
  Zhenling Wang (China Foreign Affairs University)

### WB12: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
#### The Many Crises Of The European Union

**Chair**
Milada Vachudova (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)

**Disc.**
Pawel K. Frankowski (Jagiellonian University)

- Explaining The Realization Of Small States’ National Interests In Intergovernmental Organizations: A Case Study Of Lithuanian Opposition To The Construction Of Ostroverts And Baltic Nuclear Power Plants
  Justinas Juozaitis (General Jonas Zemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania)

- The Role of Taxation and Regulation in EU 15 Countries
  Marcus Walsh-Führing (Johns Hopkins University (SAIS) Europe)

- Identifying Domestic Reflections of the EU-Turkey ‘Refugee Deal’: A Challenge for the Normative Power of the EU?
  Ferit Belder (Marmara University)

- European Elites Strategies in Response to Right-Wing Populism and Ethno-Nationalism: UK Case
  Sergey Shein (National Research University Higher School of Economics)

### WB13: Wednesday 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
#### Prospects For Peace After Conflict

**Chair**
Dahlia Scheindlin (Tel Aviv University)

**Disc.**
Henry Redwood (King’s College, London)

- The Identity/Alterity Nexus In IR: Three Cases Of An Encounter With Difference
  Erica Simone Almeida Resende (Brazilian War College, Brazil)

- Desecuritization Of FARC In Colombia: Peace After Sixty Years
  Başar Baysal (Bilkent University)

- The Role of Track 2 Initiatives in Turkey’s Peace Process for Solving the Kurdish Conflict (2009-2015): Exploring ‘Lesson Learning’ through the Work of the DPI Turkey Program
  Esra Dilek (Bilkent University)

- Challenging Insecurity Through Citizen Led Friendship Diplomacy
  Lisa Gibson (University of Nottingham)
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